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From the Editor
Another year has passed and with it, hopefully, some of the worst wet weather in
memory, though I understand it was not the wettest on record.  
The EMIAC at Retford was a very good day with interesting talks by two speakers,
one of whom had the unfortunate delivery style of giving out so much information
in a such a short space of time that I, personally, switched off half way through.  
However this did not detract from the excellent coach ride through the countryside
to look at Bawtry with its interesting buildings and then the Trent from another angle
than that at Trent Locks. Another good day and we look forward to the next one at
Leicester University on the subject of Manufacturing – Past, Present and Future.  
Please see Dates for Diary for further information as there are no booking forms as
yet.
Our winter programme, begun one month early with an excellent talk by Marylin
Palmer, is another excellent mix of topics.  For the first time we used the large hall at
the Church Rooms, echoy, but suited for the numbers who came through the door, in
October for the talk on Tornado. The AGM in November was well attended for the
annual reports and talk about the Maps of Cogenhoe. I can’t speak about December
as we were in Germany enjoying the Glühwein and bustle of the Christmas Markets.
In November, on our way back from Town and as we passed the Station, steam was
rising above the bridge. There was The Duchess of Sutherland Steam engine at
rest on Platform one.  No camera of course, but a joy to watch her leave the station
having been diverted from her original route through Kettering to London.  Steam,
smuts and noise assailed our ears as she pulled away under the bridge and off to
Milton Keynes and London, Euston.  Wonderful.
For the first time, I think, we took the publicity boards to an Archaeology day which
was being held at Wellingborough Museum.  A long day, but plenty of interest.  
Nice to see some of members turn up to view the many exhibits brought in by the
Northamptonshire Archaeology Department and others.
Work is underway to prepare another programme of summer walks and the third
Boot & Shoe walk is being planned and researched by Peter for some time in July.
The railings have been erected around the old Fishmarket in Northampton. Soon
this landmark will disappear and in its place a new bus station will be built. The
debate still rages on from people who use the current bus station and don’t want to
see a new one built when all the old one needs is a thorough clean and upgrade. Then
there will be the upheaval of the old bus station with the offices above which once
housed Barclaycard being demolished. More shops? I don’t think so when so many
current units in town are empty.
I hope you all had a good Christmas and New Year and look forward to seeing you
during 2013 on what can only be hoped dry days and evenings for our walks and
visits.
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Correction to Spring Lane School Dig
Member Jon Small writes:
By the way, the article in Issue 124 page 17 about the Spring Lane School Dig
appears to have been basically a quote from the Northampton Chronicle (Comical)
& Echo and is completely wrong – they never talk to the people who are in charge.
We weren’t looking for the Great Hall – we know where that is and its nowhere near
the school. The idea was to involve the local community in a test excavation as a
precursor to a ‘Big Dig’ next year. This will involve locals digging square metre
holes in their gardens and seeing what they can find – hopefully giving us more idea
of the life and economy of this very long occupied part of our Town. This is all a
plan to raise the awareness of the Town’s heritage.

SUMMER PROGRAMME
WALKS AND VISITS - CONTINUED
Rail tour – To the Seaside - 20th June
Against all the odds, we were favoured with excellent weather for this year’s tour,
starting from Northampton, with an initial local ‘hop’ to the less-than-enticing
surroundings of Milton Keynes Central station. Here our party joined the Southern
Railways through service to Clapham Junction, covering territory familiar to most of
us as far as Willesden, where we burrowed beneath the lines to Euston, and suddenly
emerged on the ‘other side’ next to McVitie’s biscuit factory, and the adjacent large
‘metal processing facility’ (scrapyard! ).  We were now on the West London line,
avoiding the centre of the city, and passing the salubrious surroundings of Wormwood
Scrubs, and the interestingly named North Pole Junction, before rejoining civilisation
at the new Shepherds Bush station, with its adjacent huge shopping centre.  After
Kensington Olympia station, the Thames was crossed near Chelsea football ground,
and after passing affluent new riverside apartments, we approached the tangle of
lines that forms Clapham Junction.  Our own route neatly avoided most of these,
by again passing beneath the main lines and emerging on the far side of the station.
There was little time to admire the constant procession of trains, as our connection to
the south coast was only a few minutes - and fortunately only a couple of platforms
away.   We boarded a rather full service to Bognor Regis, which, until we had passed
the Gatwick Airport complex, provided yet more sights of typical London suburbia.  
After that, the view improved, and we deviated off to the west on the mid Sussex
line towards Horsham, passing through very pleasant countryside, with a highlight
at Arundel, where the castle was prominent above the nearby town and River Arun.  
Shortly afterwards, we disembarked at the hitherto little known Barnham Junction,
where a local service took us on to Littlehampton. A very pleasant hour was spent
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in bright sunshine, strolling along the convenient nearby harbourside, now mostly
used by expensive yachts, before our next train took us east along the coast.  This
part of the journey promised much, with many station names alluding to a seaside
location, but in fact the line runs just inland for most of the way, with very few
sightings of water. However, Shoreham Airport, and the distant Lancing College
chapel perched on the South Downs, provided interest before Hove was reached.  
Just a swift glance at the impressive frontage of the adjacent perfume manufactory,
and we were quickly away on our next
short journey down into the impressive
trainshed of Brighton station. Here again
there was just time to sample the seafront,
before joining a tightly packed main
line service to London Victoria.   So far,
everything had gone very much to plan,
but with departure time having passed,
the announcement that all trains were at a
stand owing to ‘signalling problems in the
Balcombe area’ initiated a rapid rethink
The clock tower on Brighton Station
of our travel plans. Our next change at
Croydon, where a comfortable twenty minute wait would have avoided the commuter
‘crush’ at Clapham Junction, was now in jeopardy.  We therefore stayed on our train
through to Clapham in the hope that we could ‘catch up’ the slower Milton Keynes
service and join there instead.  No such luck, with the other train just beating us,
literally by seconds, departing as we crossed the footbridge!  So an hour was spent
watching the trains at Clapham Junction, before joining the next sardine-can back to
‘M.K.’  Fortunately, most of the commuters were disgorged by the time we reached
Watford, and we were able to relax a little, despite an arrival back at Northampton
an hour later than scheduled.  Nevertheless, it was another successful day, providing
some new sights and visiting another different part of the country. We have now
travelled in all four directions from our home area with our Railtours over the last
five years, which presents an interesting problem for 2013 – where next?
Barry Taylor

Second Northampton Boot and Shoe Quarter Walk - 29th June
In 2011 Northampton Borough Council designated a large area to the north and east
of the town centre as a Conservation Area, calling it Northampton’s Boot & Shoe
Quarter. In last year’s summer programme we explored the western and central
sector of this between Barrack Road and Kettering Road, just north of The Mounts.  
This year’s walk covered the northern and eastern sectors, either side of Kettering
Road.  In common with the rest of the Conservation Area, the streetscape consists
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of former shoe and leather factory buildings interspersed amongst Victorian terraced
housing with most of this area being built from the mid-1880s to the turn of the 20th
century.
We met at the former Racecourse Pavilion and proceeded along the edge of the
Racecourse behind the houses in Colwyn Road to reach an alley leading into Colwyn
Road at its junction with Shakespeare Road. Close to the alley we saw the large twostorey workshops with iron-framed windows behind a pair of terraced houses Nos.41
& 43 Colwyn Road which had been used by various boot closers and related trades
from the 1880s.  These were deemed sufficiently significant by English Heritage in
their survey of the county’s boot and shoe industry in 2000 to warrant being listed
Grade II.
Following a circuitous route, we then looked at the former shoe factories in
Shakespeare Road and the roads leading into it. These included the 3-storey plus
basement premises of J&J Mann, boot and shoe manufacturer on the corner of
Shakespeare Road and Burns Street, who operated here from before 1890 until after
1940.  As with many of these former shoe factories, it has now been converted into
apartments. While for the most part such conversions have been undertaken with
some sympathy to the Victorian heritage, the biggest problem is the variation in
replacement windows.  Some look quite reasonable, others – such as on the former
Mann’s factory – are in ugly white plastic.
We noted that part of the former Cowper shoe factory complex on the corner of
Shakespeare Road and Cowper Street is once again in footwear industry use Clarence Clifford is producing hand-welted shoes at 74 Cowper Street.  At 7&9
Burns Street, where the 1883 façade with the name Burns Cottage has a two storey
factory behind it, we were informed by the guest of a member that this factory is now
split into a number of industrial units.
There seems to be much less decoration on the shoe factory buildings in this area
(for example the former Mann’s factory), compared to the slightly earlier factories
behind The Mounts and around St Michaels Road.   Nevertheless, some do have
decoration and we noted that the ‘swagged’ blue-brick stringing above the windows
of the factory at 1 Colwyn Road was similar to that on the factory now known as
Shakespeare House at the corner of Shakespeare Road and Carey Street, suggesting
a common design origin.
Walking down Clare Street we stopped to look at
the premises now part Brockhall Coach Works part
theatre, which started life in the shoe industry.  We
were standing on the opposite side of the road and
members with eagle eyes (and obviously not paying
attention to the guide! - see photograph) noted that
bricks above our heads forming the eaves of the house
on the corner of Clare and Spencer Streets carried a
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maker’s name: Whitwick Collery - Brickworks - Coalville. This appeared to have
little to do with the boot and shoe industry but as ever a useful input to the town’s
historical development.
Crossing Kettering Road, we came to the factory in Talbot Road which has ‘Normal
Boot & Shoe Factory 1889’ on its pedimented gable.  This was the factory of Stubbs
& Grimsdell and according to the Northampton Mercury for 14 September 1889 was
the first shoe factory in Northampton where all the operations were undertaken in the
factory, i.e. no manufacturing operations were undertaken by outworkers.  Opposite
is the site of the Oakeshott & Finnemore shoe factory which became part of the
Norvic Shoe Company (along with John Marlow whose factory was in St Georges
Street) but closed in the 1970s and was demolished a few years ago.
In Henry Street is a series of 3-storey shoe factories all dating from c1890, which
were the premises of long-lived shoe companies. No.52 was the Queen Boot Factory
of John Branch which operated from 1890 till the 1960s or 70s.  Although it has been
painted over, most of the name can still be made out on the façade under certain
lighting conditions.   At No.50, Arnold Bros took over the factory of Eyre Bros
in 1909 and stayed there till the 1960s/70s, while at No.48 the Top Boot Factory
was occupied by Charles Smith from c1893 until the 1990s.  Part of the factory at
No.14-16 Henry Street was occupied in the 1930s by Horace Batten, riding boot
manufacturer. This company is still in existence at Ravensthorpe and NIAG visited
there in 1986!
At the east end of Henry Street on the corner with Artizan Road is Meadows House,
used from 1911 until at least the 1960s by JT Meadows, leather merchants.  There
are three other factories in Artizan Road, that on the corner of Billington Street was
used at one time by James Branch who originated in London, before moving to a
factory in Bective Road and creating the Bective brand name. Can anyone confirm
if there is a family link with John Branch in Henry Street who it is thought also
originated from London?
Our walk then took us briefly outside the Boot & Shoe Quarter Conservation Area
to Stimpson Avenue, where we saw the former factory of George Green & Son
(founded in Leicester) which was rebuilt in c1914 following a fire.  This factory was
taken over in the 1930s by Wintringham Ltd, an offshoot of Basset Lowke, and used
to produce the Trix-twin railway models.  Geo. Green’s office block was demolished
some 10 years ago but the terracotta doorcase bearing the name: GREEN & SONS
NORTHAMPTON LTD has been reused as the entrance to new flats built on the site.
Across the road was the site of the large Sears True-Form Boot Factory, built by John
Sears from 1903.  In 1929 Sears merged with Freeman Hardy & Willis to form an
enormous manufacturing and retail chain with over 900 shops across Britain.  Taken
over in the 1950s by Charles Clore, the factory closed in 1968 and today all that is
left is Sears House the former office building in Adnitt Road and the four-storey
façade of one of the 1930s factory buildings in Stimpson Avenue, now apartments.
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Our final stop was back in the Conservation Area at the factory of Crockett & Jones
in Perry Street.
Crockett & Jones was established in 1879 and had a small factory in Carey Street
with 20 employees.  In 1897 they moved to the current site and over the next 40
years extended and rebuilt the factory.  By 1957 they employed some 550 people.  
Today they are still family owned and produce high-quality Goodyear-welted
footwear here.  The factory consists of a range of 2, 3 and 4-storey blocks.  The
earliest surviving part is the 2-storey block on Magee Street with stone pediment and
cornices. Behind is a 2 storey shed with roof lights. The 3-storey block on Perry
Street was built in two stages the first 4 bays from the Magee Street end, probably in
the early 1920s (replacing the earliest part of the factory on this site) and containing
the art-deco style entrance.  The 4-storey, 7-bay block on Turner Street was built
c1910 and is possibly the earliest steel-framed building in Northampton.
It is hoped that we will walk the final part of the Boot & Shoe Quarter as part of next
summer’s programme. Anyone who would like a copy of the map and notes that
accompanied this year’s walk can obtain one by email from secretary@northantsiag.org.uk
Peter Perkins

Braunston & Wolfhampcote – 6th July
As the day’s blustery showers cleared, a mix of brolly-wielding pessimists and
defenceless optimists set out to follow the ‘old’ and the ‘new’ of the Oxford Canal.
This had got its Act in 1769 and seen its first ten miles (starting from the Coventry
Canal at Longford) opened in March 1771, Napton reached in August 1774 and the
full 63.75 miles to Banbury by March 1778.  Trouble was, the crow could get from
Longford to Banbury by a mere 27 miles. The general line of the canal had been
set by James Brindley, with surveying by Robert Whitworth, but after Brindley’s
death in September 1772 the detailed route was bequeathed to one of his entourage
(and brother-in-law) Samuel Simcock, also noted for the winding course of his
Birmingham Canal.
The canal followed the 300ft contour from Longford to Hillmorton, then rising
through three locks to follow the 325ft level to Napton, involving ‘ins and outs’ for
each valley encountered.  Whilst the boatmen cursed, and the shareholders milked it,
assorted hopefuls proposed more direct alternatives for the London to Birmingham
route.
Action was eventually prompted by a notice in Aris’s Birmingham Gazette of 12
November 1827 promoting the London & Birmingham Junction Canal with Telford
as engineer, taking a line from the Grand Junction at Braunston and by-passing the
Oxford altogether.  The latter responded by hiring Marc Brunel to advise, and sought
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to follow up his suggestion for cutting out some of their canal’s creases by getting
detailed plans.  But Brunel was busy with the Thames Tunnel where he had, two
years previously, offered the job of resident engineer to up-and-coming Charles
Vignoles, believing that the Thames Tunnel’s directors would not wear him offering
the job to his son, the twenty year old Isambard Kingdom.  Finding that the directors
were amenable to nepotism, Marc Brunel had withdrawn the offer to Vignoles but
here was an opportunity to make amends. So the detailed planning for 13.6 miles of
shortening, at a projected cost of £131,877,
was delivered by Charles Vignoles on 8
October 1828 and he proceeded to guide
the necessary Bill through parliament to its
Royal Assent on 14 May 1829.
The Vignoles name lives on for the Oxford
chiefly from the rather stylish iron bridges,
cast by the Horseley Iron Works, but it
has to be considered highly unlikely that
they were actually designed by Vignoles
whose involvement does not appear to have
gone beyond the survey and Parliamentary
attendance.  Instead, the names in the frame
for the grafting are William Cubitt as the
consultant engineer, Frederick Wood as the
Oxford Canal’s Chief Engineer and John
Ferguson as their engineer responsible for
day-to-day matters on the northern section
(and resident of Brinklow). To this list we can add James Potter as the project’s
resident engineer and suggest that the detailed work of embankments, cuttings,
aqueducts and bridges that we look at today should be chiefly attributed to him.
James Potter (b 10 March 1801; d 23 August 1857) was well qualified for the tasks.  
The son of Joseph Potter, distinguished architect of Lichfield and county surveyor
for Staffordshire (although, with connections to the Pagets of Beaudesert, his main
surviving architectural work is Plas Newydd on Anglesey), James had spent several
years in his father’s office, including the time of the building of Chetwynd Bridge
at Alrewas, and had been resident engineer for Telford’s Harecastle Tunnel and
Knypersley Reservoir (1825-29).  So we were in safe hands as we strode across the
embankment, examined the three-arch aqueduct that takes the canal over the River
Leam (not all of Northamptonshire’s rain comes out in the Wash), the pretty turnover
bridge (no.95) and the skew-arched (hurrah!) number 97.  The contractors for this
section were Samuel Reynolds & Son (according to Ray Shill’s recently-published,
and thoroughly recommended, ‘Silent Highways’) and the cost was £17k.  In the
event, not all of Vignoles’s proposals were carried out, the finished product being
trimmed by 11 miles at a cost of £167k.
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In places the old line still carries water, and worms are taught to swim in it, whilst
in others it is just a depression by the field boundary.   Where the minor road
from Flecknoe to Wolfhampcote crosses its line is the site of one of the old line’s
peculiarities – a 33-yard tunnel carrying the canal beneath the road.  Beyond, our
route returned to Braunston passing the ‘redundant’ St Peter’s Church (since 1972 in
the care of The Churches Conservation Trust) and the sites of the deserted medieval
villages of Wolfhampcote and Braunstonbury.
Matthew Nayler

Moira Furnace & Marston’s Brewery - 11th July
Make a day of it, we thought.  Brewery tour in the afternoon, so meet up at Moira
Furnace to top up on the iron rations beforehand. The furnace
was built some time around 1804-1806, and was in blast for
only two short periods, July 1806 to May 1807 and May 1810
to early 1811. The second blast appears to have gone out of
control resulting in temperatures in the chimney rising to over
1000 degC, four times the normal level, with the brick lining
melting and, perhaps, the chimney collapsing.
It’s an ill wind, for we must presume that if the furnace had
been a commercial and technical success the site would have
been re-developed many times over but instead, as a failure,
much has survived to give us the best preserved blast furnace
of its era – coke not charcoal fuelled; steam-driven blast rather
than water-powered; and pre hot-blast development. Perhaps
we can add to the list ‘built and operated by people who do
not appear to have had much idea what they were doing’ at
‘Milepost’ on the
a time when the industry had (mostly) made the transition to
canalside showing
professional industrialists rather than landed proprietors with
mine levels.
money to burn.
Booked in for a 2.00 pm brewery tour, the time arrived for us to head into Burton.  
We just about reached the brewery in time, despite the variety of routes taken (it
looked so easy on the map…) but then the organisation went completely to pot. We
discovered that, owing to some unplanned absence from the Marston’s visitor team,
there had been a last minute substitution and rather than one of the regular tour
guides we were to be shown around by Genevieve Upton, one of the brewers.  Her
knowledge and enthusiasm (and tolerance?) resulted in the planned one hour tour
becoming a two hour marathon, with our questions continuing through subsequent
‘refreshment’ rounds in the sampling room.
The company history starts with John Marston setting up J. Marston & Son in 1834,
to be followed by John Thompson getting established in 1846 and Sydney Evershed
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in 1854.   Marston and Thompson merged in 1898 and moved to the present site
(‘Albion Brewery’), combining with Sydney Evershed in 1905 to form Marston,
Thompson & Evershed. They were taken over by Wolverhampton & Dudley
Breweries in 1999, with the group changing their name to Marston’s PLC in 2007
to reflect the wider customer recognition of the Marston’s beer brands.   Their
‘Pedigree’ (the beer, that is) dates back sixty years to an in-house competition to find
a distinctive name for their Burton Pale Ale, won by Marjorie Newbold from the
company’s typing pool (was she the one who put the ‘pissed’ into ‘typist’?), so with
a Diamond Jubilee to celebrate it would have been churlish not to have joined in.
The main brewery block is an attractive three and four storey brick building,
originally built on classic ‘vertical’ principles with hoppers at the top feeding into
grist mills, mash tuns and the famed Burton Union fermenters at the bottom, but a
2004-05 £2.3m modernisation saw more up-to-date kit installed from the Mansfield
Brewery (which had been taken over in 1999, with the brewery closed in 2002).  
This had required large holes to be knocked in the facade to get the kit in, and the
floor levels of the front two-thirds of the building no longer bear any relation to the
fenestration.  The rear two-thirds, however, has been left as another world where
stainless steel gives way to vessels of wood and of copper, preserved in situ but no
longer in use. It had also seen the Burton Unions moved from the historic brewhouse
into the adjacent industrial ‘shed’ so the moniker ‘cathedral of brewing’ now sounds
rather less convincing.
A ‘Burton Union’ is a set of 24 wooden casks each of 150 gallons, set in two rows of
twelve with a long trough running above them. The fermenting wort produces CO2
and this is vented up pipes, accompanied by yeast and wort which ‘plops’ into the
trough above – the wort to return to the casks, the yeast to be recovered for future
brews. Pedigree is the only beer to still be brewed in wooden casks and under the
Union system, and it also means Marston’s is unusual in still employing a cooper to
maintain the casks.
Another distinction is the company sports ground to the rear of the brewery. Beneath
this lies the bore hole from which the brewery’s water is sourced. Filtered through
gypsum beds and rich in minerals, its sulphate content is said to give the beers a
distinctive aroma known as the ‘Burton Snatch’, and gave Burton beers’ the generic
term ‘bitter’.  Cheers!
Matthew Nayler

Cogenhoe - 20th July
Thankfully the rain stayed away for our second visit to Cogenhoe, which for many
of us is a linear-development village aligned approximately east-west located on the
southern slopes of the Nene Valley. Research and archaeological investigations have
demonstrated, however, that the old village developed on a north-south alignment
from the church to the present day road to Grendon and beyond. It is conjectured
9

that originally there may have two manors – one near the church and the other on
the eastern outskirts of the present village.  Our guide for the evening, local historian
Steven Hollowell, comes from a long line of Cogenhoe inhabitants.
Leaving the cars in Short Lane, near the now-closed The Royal Oak pub, we headed
for the northern end of the village to follow the footpath to Whiston. Once clear of
the houses we could see the ancient way stretching out towards Whiston Church
sitting on the skyline.  Iron ore was first mined to the south-east of the village until
it collapsed to form a quarry; the location of this and other quarries was pointed out
to us.  From our vantage point looking down into the valley, the embankment that
supported the Northampton to Peterborough railway line was clearly visible; the
location of the access track into the quarries was pointed out to us. Peaking over
the field crops we could see the remains of the Mann shoe factory; having installed
electric generators to provide lighting, the building was largely destroyed by fire
whilst the workers were in the village one evening.
After returning along the footpath, we followed the lane down to the mill, the area
surrounding which is now a caravan park. Continuing on to the river Steven pointed
out the location of an earlier mill; with the ground so wet after the recent rains, the
previous week the caravan residents had to be evacuated when the area flooded, we
stood and watched the cows as various discussions ensued.
Crossing the field below the church, it was pointed out how the slope had been
terraced suggesting an early settlement. From the small green in front of St Peter’s
Centre, formerly the Church Rooms, Steven described the uses of some the stone
buildings – farm houses, shoe maker, the old school.  As we slowly retraced our
steps we were enlightened as to the significance of, and stories associated with, the
various buildings.  It seemed strange that the local butcher once lived in a house,
with adjoining land and shop, that one might have associated with the Lord of
the Manor!  The old Methodist Chapel is now home to a cabinet maker – another
member of the Hollowell family!  Although a new Methodist Chapel was built some
years ago, sadly this is no more.  On reaching the end of the lane we could see the
eight imposing houses (four pairs of semis) built by Mann for his workers.
Our thanks are expressed to Steven for an excellent evening.
Terry Waterfield
For those who had ventured out in 2010 for the Cogenhoe walk which had been a
very damp squib – this was thankfully a far better evening weatherwise – perhaps we
should consider re-doing the 2010 walk again another year.
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Visit to the Carpetbaggers’ Aviation Museum - 25th July
NIAG had last visited the Carpetbaggers as long ago as 1994 so another trip to their
museum near Harrington seemed in order. On the previous visit we had enjoyed a
walk around the site of the airfield itself, looking at the remains of the apron, but on
this occasion thirteen of us were treated to a guided tour of both the neighbouring
Northants Aviation Museum and the Carpetbagger exhibits themselves housed in the
Group Operations building.
The history of the 801/492nd Bombardment Group of
the U.S. Army Air Force, the so-called Carpetbaggers,
began in late 1943 when the Allied Combined Chiefs
of Staff sought to increase their aid to Resistance
forces in Occupied Europe in the run-up to Operation
Overlord. In conjunction with the Special Operations
Executive operation working from RAF Tempsford
in Bedfordshire, the new U.S. military intelligence
department the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) coordinated the drop of agents, weapons and supplies
from Harrington, which the Americans took over
from a Bomber Command training station in March
1944.  The principal type operated, the Consolidated
B-24 Liberator, was modified by the removal of the
ball turret to create a mid-section exit. The American
Bomb casing at the museum aircraft enjoyed electronic navigation equipment not
used by their British counterparts, including at first the
Gee system but latterly Rebecca-Eureka which was much less prone to jamming by
the enemy. Supplies were brought by vehicle to Harrington from a base at Holme
near Peterborough and a daily menu of targets was provided by the OSS headquarters
in London. Occasionally human agents were sent into France as well; the strictest
security surrounded their presence on the base and they were kept in a secure
building until immediately before take-off. As the date of Overlord approached in
1944 these operations were augmented by despatch of small ‘Jedburgh’ commando
units and latterly larger ‘Operational Groups’ of 20-30 men flown in C-47 Dakotas
which, unlike the B-24s, would actually land in enemy territory.
Harrington was a reasonably sized operation from the start covering a much larger
area than the extant airfield of today, with buildings and stores north of the line of the
present-day A14 road.  After the invasion of Normandy in June 1944 the number of
operations increased to as many as 50 sorties a night and the base personnel grew to
over 3000, many of whom were housed in a tented encampment near the Harrington
to Kelmarsh road.  By late 1944 the Carpetbaggers were taking on additional tasks
including, in August, an operation to supply fuel by air to General Patton’s First Army
during its breakout from Normandy and from September night-bombing missions, to
which three of the Group’s four squadrons were converted. As the Allied offensive
11
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progressed and the battle moved towards Germany, the Carpetbaggers were also
tasked with communicating with agents inside the Reich itself. In these ‘Red
Stocking’ missions faster De Havilland Mosquitoes and Douglas A-26 Invaders
carrying recording equipment received messages transmitted from the ground and
also delivered personnel by parachute, as required.  These operations continued right
up until the end of the European war in May.
The surviving buildings near Harrington are only a fraction of the wartime
complement but do include the Group Operations building on the Administration
site that houses the museum. We were conducted around it by Mr Fred West of the
Harrington Aviation Museum Society and his colleagues and, after an introductory
film about the wartime operations (purportedly made several years later by the
OSS’s successor the Central Intelligence Agency), we were able to see the control
rooms, such as the one used by Group OSS Liaison Officer, known as ‘S2’, who
received the daily lists of targets from London. The bulk of the museum’s collection
consists of small arms and other personal equipment that comprised the bulk of the
supplies dropped, but the static displays include examples of radio and navigation
equipment, the adapted flight suits worn by the agents who were carried by the
Carpetbaggers, and information about the post-war history of the airfield, such
as its use as a Thor missile station in the period 1958-63.  In addition we had the
opportunity to visit the neighbouring Northants Aviation Museum, housed in the
Nissan hut that had been the Carpetbaggers’ paymaster’s quarters. This delightfully
eclectic collection of memorabilia includes the remains of disarmed German bombs
dropped in Northamptonshire, displays illustrating life on the Home Front, and parts
of the Short Stirling bomber that crashed in Northampton town centre in 1941.
The published history of the Carpetbaggers produced by the Society records that
3000 sorties were flown at a cost of 44 aircraft and 311 aircrew killed in action.  
Today a substantial granite memorial beside the road to Lamport (seen on our
previous visit 18 years ago) stands as a tribute to those who flew from Harrington
during Europe’s darkest hour.
David Waller

Former shoe factory at 7/9 Burns Street, Northampton
While Jane and Terry Waterfield, along with Ron Hanson, were manning the NIAG
stand at the Heritage Fair in Northampton on 8th September, I was exploring a
former shoe factory in Burns Street Northampton. This was one we had looked at
from the outside on our Boot & Shoe Quarter walk this summer.
I had been asked to do a mini-walk around the area, talking about the former shoe
factory buildings as part of the ‘Global Footprint Project’ funded under the banner
of the 2012 Cultural Olympiad.  The former factory at 7/9 Burns Street is split into
a number of design workshops and these were open on 8th September as part of the
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project, with the heritage walks starting from there.  So I took the opportunity to
look round.
No.7 Burns Street started off life as Burns Cottage in 1883 (according to the
datestone) and the 1885 map shows it as a lone house in Burns Street with a small
workshop behind.   Sometime later No.9 was added and as time went on further
building took place until the whole plot was covered, as well as part of the garden
of No.11.  However, judging from the construction of the walls and windows, the
current 3-storey structure behind the Victorian façade probably dates from the 1920s
or 1930s.  Inside the factory there are stairs from the front door, up to what used to
be offices on the first and second floors at the front of the building where the house
would have been.  Behind this, the factory has now been divided into small units.
During my exploration of the factory I was told that the well-known Northampton
shoe manufacturer Edward Green had lived there when the factory was a house.
This was news to me.  I knew that ‘Green & Co’ was at 7&9 Burns Street by 1912,
became ‘Tysoe Green’ a bit later and by 1928 went under the name ‘Edward Green’,
before moving out c1929.  I had assumed that the house itself had been incorporated
into the factory well before that.
In pursuit of an answer, I trawled through the census records and found that indeed
Edward Green and his family was living at 7 Burns Street in 1911.  He is described
as a Shoe Trade Manager – presumably at the factory on that site – but as a ‘worker’
rather than an ‘employer’, which perhaps suggests he did not own the company at
this time.  So the house was in use as a dwelling as late as 1911 and perhaps was
not converted to offices until the major rebuilding, possibly after Greens moved out
in c1929.  We know that leather factors Rushton & Roe were on this site from 1933
until at least the 1960s.
On leaving Burns Street, Edward Green moved his factory to the Speedwell Works
in Oliver Street, just across Kettering Road from St Matthews Church.  The company
was there from c1929 until sometime in the 1980s or 1990s.  Today, the Edward
Green name is still going and the company has new premises, including a factory
shop, in Cliftonville Road.
Curiously, the 1891 census showed that Thomas Singlehurst was living at 7 Burns
Street 20 years before Edward Green. He went on to form the partnership of
Singlehurst and Gulliver who built the aforesaid Speedwell Works in Oliver Street
and moved there in 1895-6.  This company was at Oliver Street until Edward Green
moved there in c1929!  What a coincidence that both men moved from Burns Street
to the same factory in Oliver Street – or is it? Perhaps more research is required.
For the record, a dozen or so local residents and current users of the Burns Street
factory took advantage of the boot and shoe heritage walks in the vicinity of the
factory. All were fascinated to hear about the history of the shoe industry in this
locality.
Peter Perkins
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NEWS ITEMS AND UPDATES:
NIAG survey finds a use!
Back in 2009 several NIAG members surveyed the old turnstile building at the
entrance to the Timken Sports Ground in Duston and a summary of our report
appears on the NIAG website. This was picked up by David Twydell who has been
researching defunct non-league football grounds for his bi-annual publication ‘Gone
But Not Forgotten’, now in its 22nd year!  The latest edition features the former
Timken football ground and he has included photos of the turnstile building (with
acknowledgements to NIAG) as part of this. For those with a yearning to learn more
about the Timken ground in this publication (not sure in how much detail), copies
of Part 41 of the series are available from Dave Twydell, 12 The Furrows, Harefield,
Middx. UB9 6AT, price £7.95 + £1.20 p&p.  You will also not be able to wait for Part
42 which we understand will feature the former football grounds of Corby Town &
Kettering Town!
Peter Perkins
Northampton Castle
• Officials have revealed glass or transparent flooring could be used at the
rebuilt railway station to display potential remains of Northampton Castle.
• An exploratory archaeological big in the car park of the station was
concluded last month. Members of Northampton Rail Users’ Group were
told the dig discovered ‘something’, although a report detailing exactly
what lies underneath the road is yet to be published.
• The new station could display any significant remains.
Demolition of the Fishmarket
An exact date for demolition work to start on Northampton’s disused Fishmarket
building has been announced.   WNDC has confirmed work to knock down the
building in Sheep Street will begin on Monday, November 26th.  Once the site has
been cleared, a new bus station for the town will be built in its place.  A date for
the opening of the new bus station has also been set, with the facility due to begin
operating by January 2014.
Northampton Borough Council’s cabinet member for regeneration, Cllr Tim Hadland,
is also a member of the WNDC’s board. He said: “Things are really beginning to
progress in the town centre now and it’s great to see work on new buildings finally
starting. It shows that these aren’t just pipe dreams, they’re things that are actually
happening.”
The new bus station will be built ahead of the demolition of the current Greyfriars bus
station. That building will be demolished to make way for an expanded Grosvenor
Centre.  It is hoped Legal & General, the centre’s owners, will reveal new plans for
the expansion in the New Year.
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Meanwhile, the landmark gasometers in Northampton town centre are due to be
declared non-operational by their owners, National Grid, in March 2013.  The move
would pave the way for their demolition, meaning the area around St. Peter’s Way
and Towcester Road could be redeveloped, subject to National Grid approval.
Both taken from Northampton C & E – 15th November 2012
So that’s that – goodbye to the Fishmarket, Greyfriars Bus Station and to the
Gasometers!

MISCELLANY OF ITEMS OF INTEREST
Pots on building site date back 2000 years
An unusual collection of pottery which was dumped in a ditch on the edge of
Northampton 2,000 years ago has left archaeologists bemused.  The pots, some of
which come from Europe, were unearthed on the edge of the new Upton village
during an archaeological dig this week.  Archaeologist, Liz Muldowney, who is
leading the dig, said it was not yet clear why the pots, which are well preserved,
had been buried on the site. She said: “We don’t know why the pottery is here, but
it suggests there was a house of reasonably high status nearby. It’s certainly very
unusual to find a collection of pottery together like this. Sometimes it’s associated
with people moving home – they deliberately throw away their pottery when they
leave. But they’ve quite deliberately thrown away some very expensive items. For
farmers to be able to afford pottery that’s come from France represents a significant
part of their limited wealth.”
The dig across a 10-acre site is being carried out before new houses are built in
Upton.  Previous excavations on the land have revealed the site, which is close to
Weedon Road, was populated during the Iron Age and early Roman period.
“The dig has proved this wasn’t an urban area, it’s agricultural land outside the old
Roman town of Duston. We’ve got stock enclosures from the early Roman period,
showing they’ve been using this land for farming and living on. It’s hard to tell how
many people would have lived here, but it’s likely to be extended families and there
could have been 20 to 40 people here in the Iron Age.”
The pottery which was found in the ditch included valuable samian ware which dates
from the early Roman period.  Buried alongside it were a plate, a storage jar and a
small dish.  The finds have now been sent off to pottery experts to be examined.
Northampton Chronicle & Echo - May 31st 2012
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Middleport Pottery regeneration
Whilst not in our county it is interesting to note that planning permission has been
given the go-ahead for the restoration and regeneration of the world-renowned
Middleport Pottery site in Stoke-on-Trent. The site in Burslem produced ceramics
being one of the last in the country to use Victorian machinery and traditional local
craftsmanship.   The Prince’s Regeneration Trust (PRT), a charity that works to
rescue and restore redundant historic buildings for the benefit of the surrounding
community, acquired the Grade II listed site in June last year to ensure that production
of Burleigh at Middleport continued, which it says in turn saves, jobs, and preserves
the future of the site and its historic contents.
Future plans for the site include creating a community and education centre, local
business workshops, a cafe and an art gallery.  There are also plans for a heritage
visitor centre, which will be a place for visitors to learn the history of Middleport as
well as the industrial heritage of Stoke-on-Trent.
The project is due to be completed in 2014.
Information from ITV’s Central News of 23rd August 2012
What a shame something like this couldn’t have been achieved for the Maltings in
Northampton, or indeed for many of the county’s industrial buildings which could
have been saved with a bit of imagination – however!!!
Restoration work on canal
People attended an open event during the September to see restoration works taking
place along the Oxford canal in Northamptonshire. Volunteers from the Waterway
Recovery Group are working alongside the Canal & River Trust to restore two 200
year old bridges near the village of Barby, using traditional techniques. Further work
took place between 5th and 15th October.
Northampton Chronicle &Echo - 20th September.
Delapre Abbey, Northampton
The planned restoration of Delapre Abbey has been given a major boost after
bosses at the Heritage Lottery Fund gave the green light to funding worth £250,000.  
Proposals to restore and conserve the landmark will now be able to be progressed
as a result of the windfall, with Northampton Borough Council having 18 months to
develop the plans.  The proposals will then to forward for further funding of £3.5m.  
Emma Sayer, of the HLF, said: “Delapre Abbey is a local heritage treasure and
much loved by the local community. With our support, this proposal can be further
developed to ensure that it is preserved for future generations to explore and enjoy.”
Council bosses will work alongside the Delapre Abbey Preservation Trust to produce
clear plans for the restoration work needed, along with detailed costs and formal
planning/listed building consent. The plans will focus on bringing parts of the south
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and east wings of the Abbey into use and turning the 19th century stable yard into
business units.
Northampton Chronicle and Echo – 18th October 2012.
Historic Site receives free restoration
A listed building in the centre of Northampton, which has been in a dilapidated state
for a number of years, is being restored for free.  In an innovative deal, Northampton
Borough Council has agreed that developers, Kier, can take over the former Vulcan
Works in Guildhall Road for the next two years. In return for occupying the
previously empty building rent-free, the company will restore it at no cost to the
council.
Cllr David Mackintosh said: “Unfortunately, over the years the building has fallen
into disrepair and would have cost tens of thousands of pounds to bring back into
use. But working with Kier we’re getting the building restored and it will be great
to see a listed building brought back into use. Guildhall Road is a prime location
which will make the building attractive to any businesses looking to move into the
heart of Northampton.”
The firm’s senior project manager said: “We’re grateful to the council for the use
of 36 Guildhall Road during our project for the university and we’re delighted
to be able to help restore this listed building. We strive to bring lasting benefits
to the communities we work in and bringing a building that forms an important
part of Northampton’s heritage back to life seems a fitting way to make a positive
contribution to the town.”
Other information:
• The building is the former Vulcan Works, which dates back to 1877.
• It was built as the Henry Mobbs & Co Vulcan Works, a large engineering
firm which made everything from steam engines to lasts for the shoe
industry.
• The building has a link to World War I hero and Saints player, Edgar
Mobbs.
• His descendant, Edgar Mobbs, who still lives in the country, said he was
delighted to see the building brought back into use.
Northampton Chronicle & Echo -13th September 2012
Restoration of iconic Cottages
The restoration of four historic cottages on the edge of Abington Park, Northampton,
is now nearing completion.  The Archway Cottages, which date back to the 1670s
are due to go on the market this month (September) with the two-bedroom properties
starting from £169,000.
The cottages, along with Abington Park, were handed over to the town in 1892 by
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Lord and Lady Wantage, but in 2009, Northampton Borough Council decided the
Wellingborough Road buildings were too costly to maintain. A 125 year lease on
the properties was subsequently sold to developer, Keith Howard, who has now
restored the historic buildings. He said: “We’ve re-fitted the cottages to a very high
standard, with nice modern fittings. And it will be great to see them in use again
because these are iconic buildings. Everyone who has ever lived in Northampton
knows where they are.”
The cottages were originally used to house shepherds and wagoners working on
the Abington Manor estate. They were used as council houses until 2007 and have
stood empty ever since.  The restoration of the buildings has seen stonemasons, iron
mongers and specialist glaziers employed to bring the properties back to life.
Northampton Chronicle &Echo – 6th September 2012
St. John’s Car Park, Northampton
Historians moved onto the car park site, near the Derngate theatre, to see what was
underground before construction work began on the new halls of residence for the
University.  As well as a number of animal bones and pieces of pottery, they found
a plate with a picture of Queen Victoria painted on it along with the words “Queen
Victoria married February 10th 1840”.
The site was once within the grounds of the Hospital of St. John, which was founded
by William St. Clere, the Archdeacon of Northampton in 1139.  In 1871, the site was
sold to the Bedford and Northampton Railway Company so that St John’s Station
could be built.   The station closed in 1939.   Looking further back into the site’s
history, Mr Smith of Cotswold Archaeology said: “The site lies within the defences
of medieval Northampton, which was a very important town within the region at that
time. All information that increases our understanding of medieval Northampton
is of interest and importance as less than 10% of the medieval town has previously
been investigated.  The specific site at St. John’s wasn’t populated in the medieval
period, but we discovered several rubbish pits for disposing of general waste”.
Northampton Chronicle &Echo – 20th September 2012
Chester Farm secures support
A project that will reveal thousands of years of Northamptonshire’s archaeology and
heritage has taken a major step forward following an announcement by the Heritage
Lottery Fund (HLF) on the 8th October 2012. The Chester Farm project has been
successful in securing a grant of £135,800 development funding, the initial support
for a £4.1m HLF bid, following an application submitted by Northamptonshire
County Council. The project aims to open up the county council-owned site to the
public so that everyone can benefit and learn from this hugely significant historical
and archaeological site. The initial funding will enable detailed development
work to be undertaken. This will include comprehensive planning for the approach
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to interpretation of the site, including the innovative use of IT, together with an
education and learning activities plan. It will also fund a study into the feasibility
of locating a countywide archaeological archives store and public access point on
the site.
The Chester Farm site, near Wellingborough, provides evidence of thousands of
years of settlement, from at least Mesolithic times to the present day.   The site
includes traces of Iron Age enclosures and ancient field systems.   Below ground
there is extensive Roman settlement including a Roman walled town and recent
excavation has shown that key elements of the town, such as roads, temples and other
buildings, have survived.  There was also a medieval settlement on the site including
the remains of the deserted village of Chester-by-the-Water. The site includes a
complex of farm buildings, dating from the 17th to the 20th century, together with
the remains of formal gardens, orchard and parkland.  Extensive ironstone extraction
took place in the area during the late 19th and early 20th centuries and there are the
remains of an ironstone tramway across the site.
Leader of Northamptonshire County Council Councillor, Jim Harker, said: “Chester
Farm is a true heritage jewel, with over 2,000 years of history in one place. Its
heritage survives under the ground, in the landscape, in the buildings, in the written
archives, the maps and photographs and in people’s memories. Heritage Lottery
Fund support is vital to this project, enabling us to open up and bring Chester Farm
to life. Not only is the site of huge historical and archaeological significance, it also
offers remarkable education and learning opportunities which we believe can play a
role in supporting our rapidly growing county and helping everyone who lives here
to understand the rich heritage of our county.”
Emma Sayer, Head of Heritage Lottery Fund East Midlands, said: “The Chester
Farm site is one of Northamptonshire’s archaeological gems and we’re pleased to
be giving our initial support for plans to transform it into an archive centre and
heritage attraction. Obviously it is early days but this is a very positive first step
and we’ll be working closely with the council in the coming months as the project
develops further.”
Taken off the HLF website – November 2012

OF THIS AND THAT
Dates for the Diary:
16th March:

AGM and conference of NALH.   10.30 at the Abbey Centre,
near Tesco’s Mereway. You are welcome to attend as NIAG are
members.  Contact Terry Waterfield for further information.
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27th April:

EMIAC 85 - Manufacturing - Past, Present & Future.   Venue is
Leicester University. No further details are to hand as we go into
print. Suggest you consult their web-site (www.lias.org.uk) and
ours.

Winter Programme of Talks
January 11th:
February 8th:
March 8th:

Members Night.
Abington Park Fencing - David Shrewsbury
Evolution of the Northamptonshire & Leicestershire Shoe 		
Industries - David Holmes
Full details in the Programme sheet distributed with the last newsletter.

AGM Report
37 members attended the AGM and Peter, as always, conducted the business of the
meeting with great aplomb, completing it in just under 10 minutes.  Peter remains
as Secretary and the three committee members, Terry Waterfield (Treasurer), Mick
Dix and Matthew Nayler who were standing down were happy to continue and
consequently re-elected. Terry’s report of all things monetary from that meeting
follows this short write up. Following the AGM was an excellent presentation by
Ted Barnes, Chairman of Cogenhoe History Society, on the topic of Cogenhoe’s
Maps and those of us who had gone on this year’s Cogenhoe walk were able to work
out where we had actually walked and been told about. The report of this will come
in the next issue.
Report from ourTreasurer as given to the AGM in November 2012
1. Introduction
After a successful year of hosting EMIAC and Gazetteers flying off the shelf, the
end-of-year balance sheet looks healthy.   However, a closer examination of the
year’s trading account, i.e. what we receive against what is spent, demonstrates that
a small surplus has been realised, though there is still no room for complacency as
the Group’s finances are still quite fragile in this period of uncertain high inflation.
At the time of sending out the AGM papers, the accounts had not been examined
because our external examiner was not well. The accounts had been examined by
the time of the AGM and a signed copy was available for inspection; a copy is
included with this newsletter.
2. Current Position
2.1 Membership Year 2011-2012
As for the 2010-11 year, publication activities have distorted the bottom line of the
receipts and payments account for the current year. Deducting sales of the Gazetteer
reduces the excess receipts-over-payments from £2,667.87 to £172.84; furthermore
discounting the Miscellaneous income, arising mainly from the sale of second hand
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books, but also including two donations, and the Guest Fees the end-of-year figure
of £36.89 compares favourably with the forecasted £19.  The increased subscriptions
and a slightly higher than expected membership have kept pace with our everincreasing costs.
As stated on previous occasions any Miscellaneous income has been set aside for
publicity purposes and the Publicity Officer has been tasked with looking into how
we can increase our presence.
The income derived from refreshments taken at the end of our meetings has dropped
considerably from the previous year (£5.95 cf. £22.78).  Whether this is a ‘blip’ or
a trend is unclear at the moment but the Committee is keeping a watching brief.
Notwithstanding that we have to cover our costs – including paying for the use of
the kitchen, it has been very demoralising for those organising the refreshments that
so few members have availed themselves of this facility.
2.2 Membership Year 2012-13
The budget prepared for the 2011 AGM forecast an excess of £40 on the trading
account for 2012-13. The costs associated with this budget have been reviewed:
it has been intimated that the room rates are likely to remain as at present; it is
likely that postage rates will again increase during this period; the Newsletter Editor
and Treasurer have been offered a small additional discount on the Group’s printing
costs.  Accordingly, there is no reason to alter the forecast for the time being, though
experience suggests that this may not be fully achievable.
As we go to press, the membership stands at 81 with four not having renewed so far.  
Six new members have joined during the year.
2.3 Publications
The Mk2 Gazetteer project came in under budget thanks to a printer’s error. The
Group also benefited from an unsolicited, but none-the-less very welcome, review
in a local paper resulting in an almost sell-out of the Gazetteers within the year. The
committee is considering other volumes to publish and so it is necessary to maintain
a healthy reserve.
3. Membership Year 2013-14
In the light of the foregoing, a budget for the 2013/14 membership year had been
prepared in readiness for the AGM; this suggested that maintaining the current
level of subscriptions would lead to a deficit of -£40 on our trading account.  The
available options were fully discussed this time last year (Newsletter 121), so there
is no need to repeat them here. Needless to say there is little option but to look at
the subscription rates.
With the level of membership remaining fairly static, it will be necessary to increase
the subscriptions by £1 for each of the two grades to achieve a budgetary excess
of income-over-expenditure of £51.  As stated above, the Gazetteer came in under
budget due to a printer’s error and therefore consideration has been given to using
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some of this surplus to offset any increase in the subscription rates. The following
proposal was presented to, and agreed by, the AGM:
That the subscription rates for 2013/14 be £15 and £19 for single and joint members
respectively but this increase will be taken from the publication reserve fund thereby
maintaining the actual fee paid by members to remain unchanged.
The reason for presenting the new fees in this manner is that the Group should
not lose sight of its true running costs; too many instances have occurred in other
organisations where reserves have been used to ‘prop up’ running costs only to find
that all of a sudden the level of reserves has dwindled to an unsustainable level.
4. Alternative Strategies
The current level of membership is such that the Group’s finances are finely balanced:
if membership drops then printing costs will increase simply because of the ‘break
points’ in our printing charges whereas a small increase in membership could allow
subscriptions to ‘level out’. We all need to try to bring in new members.
A regular programme of publishing booklets would not only help to promote the
Group and its activities but a regular income could help to maintain subscription fees
at a sustainable level.
Terry Waterfield
Report on the Heritage Fair in Northampton
This was another excellent day and one or two members were in attendance. It is
always interesting to talk to people who show a great deal of interest in our Shoe
heritage. Once again I was able to focus the centre display on the excellent walk that
Peter had organised during the summer. We were able to promote our Guide and sell
a few copies.  Whilst these events are hard work the benefits of being part of this type
of ‘show’ outweigh the work prior to the event. Meanwhile Peter was conducting a
short walk at Burns Street and his report of this can be found on page 14.
Northamptonshire Archaeology Day
An interesting day at Welling borough Museum (Dulley’s Baths) where a handful of
groups set up their stands to promote Northamptonshire’s Archaeology. Once the
day got going there was a steady flow of interested members of the public into the
large room on the first floor.  Looking at the various artefacts that were on display,
led me to think that in order to attend another one of these ‘days’ I ought to have
industrial artefacts on show.  Therefore, if anybody has anything of industrial interest
that I could borrow in future could they let me know and I will make a list in order to
contact you nearer the time of the exhibition. I have my rock samples and a tin that
once held printing ink, but I think I need other things as well.
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Number Crunching:
London’s Shard
The Shard skyscraper was officially inaugurated on the 5th July.   Designed by
architect Renzo Piano, it stands 310m and 87 floors high, making it the tallest building
in Western Europe.  Prysmian Group supplied around 350km of fire-resistant power
distribution cable for the project.
London’s Blackfriars Station
Construction of the largest solar panel array in London reached the half-way point
early in July as the 2,200th solar panel was installed on the roof of Blackfriars station.  
Network Rail is rebuilding the station on top of Blackfriars railway bridge, which
spans the River Thames, to provide more space for passengers and longer trains.
The solar panel covers 6,000m2, making Blackfriars the largest solar bridge in the
world.  The 4,400 panels are expected to generate 900,000kWh of electricity every
year, meeting up to half the station’s needs.
The above two items taken from Engineering & Technology – August 2012

Finally: Thank you
I would like to say a big ‘Thank you’ to all those members who have over the past
couple of years given me items to sell at Heritage Fairs, Heritage Days, EMIAC’s
etc. These have helped to swell our funds and will enable me to concentrate on
producing good displays for taking to the general public. The next project for getting
our information out to the general public is a flyer that can be put in public places.  
It’s a question of ‘watch this space’. JW.

Late News about EMIAC 85
We have just received details of the above conference - see our web-site. We have
not yet received paper copies of the booking form.

Disclaimer.
The Newsletter Editor and NIAG undertake to reproduce material as
supplied. Any factual errors remain the responsibility of the author,
who may be faithfully repeating the errors of the original.
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